Celebrity
Exes:
Justin
Theroux
Wishes
‘Fierce’
Jennifer Aniston a Happy
Birthday

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, celebrity exes Justin Theroux and Jennifer
Aniston will mark their one-year anniversary of their postValentine’s Day announcement of their divorce. Despite their
break-up, Theroux wished his ex a very happy birthday in an
Instagram post. On Monday, he captioned a photo of Aniston
holding a pair of bull horns above her head with her muscular
arms, saying “Happy Birthday to this fierce Woman.” It is
unclear if Aniston received the well wishes because she

doesn’t have an Instagram, but one of their mutual friends
commented on his post. So, chances are she gladly got the
message.

It seems these celebrity exes are
keeping things amicable postdivorce. What are some reasons to
remain civil with your ex after a
break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:
Though it may be tough to remain civil with your ex following
a break-up, there are many reasons to keep things amicable
post-divorce. Here are some reasons to remain civil with your
ex after a break-up:
1. They know your backstory: Having been through so much
together, your ex knows everything about you. Keeping them
around as a friend is a great idea so that you have someone
you can go to if you need advice.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Jennifer Garner Will Support
Estranged Husband Ben Affleck ‘No Matter the Circumstances’
2. Your relationship was too important to just end things
completely: So, you couldn’t find a way to make things work as
partners, but that doesn’t mean you can’t remain friends.
After being together for so long, you can’t just pretend your
ex doesn’t exist, so, it’s best to stay civil with them.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Justin Theroux Breaks Silence on
Split from Jennifer Aniston
3. It’s easier to get over the break-up: One of the most
difficult things after a break-up is missing the person you

used to share your life with. If you’re both cool with still
being friends, then it can make your split easier to get over.
Can you think of any other reasons to stay civil with your ex
following a split? Comment below.

Celebrity
Exes:
Justin
Theroux Breaks Silence on
Split from Jennifer Aniston

By Courtney Shapiro

In celebrity news, Justin Theroux discussed his split and
previous celebrity relationship with Jennifer Aniston. The
celebrity couple wed in August of 2015 and separated in
February after less than three years of marriage. In an
interview with EOnline.com, Theroux said, “The good news is
that was probably the most…it was kind of the most gentle
separation, in that there was no animosity.” Theroux and
Aniston remain friends even after their split.

Justin Theroux characterized his
split from celebrity ex Jennifer
Aniston as “gentle.” What are some
ways to keep the animosity out of
your break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:
Can a relationship end without animosity? Cupid has some tips
to keep the break up amicable:
1. Talk through any issues: To end the relationship with no
“hard feelings,” it is important to discuss any problems you
might have with one another. Work through all your issues and
make sure both of you are on the same page. You will be able
to be friendly if both parties were able to calmly discuss any
concerns.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Tate Donovan Says He was ‘Dying
Inside’ Working with Ex Jennifer Aniston on ‘Friends’
2. Keep the details of the break-up between the two of you: Of
course it is difficult to keep the details to yourself,
because all of your family and friends will want to know what
happen, but keep those private as it was something that
happened just between you and your partner. You can share the

gist with your support system, but you don’t want that person
getting attacked for being part of the break-up, when they
won’t fully understand the reasons behind the decision.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Ashlee Simpson Wasn’t
Totally Surprised By Jessica Simpson & Nick Lachey’s Split
3. Don’t try to “win” the break-up: After the break-up, your
sole focus is going to be yourself for sure. You can
incorporate positive changes into your life, but don’t make it
seem like you’re thriving without the person right away.
Are there ways you have broken up with someone in a friendly
way? Let Cupid know below!

Movie Review: Have a Blast
Watching ‘The Spy Who Dumped
Me’

By Haley Lerner
The Spy Who Dumped Me is a hilarious action comedy film
starring Mila Kunis, Kate McKinnon, Justin Theroux and Sam
Heughan. In this comedy, best friends Audrey (Kunis) and
Morgan (McKinnon) end up tangled in an international
conspiracy after discovering Audrey’s boyfriend who dumped her
was actually a spy. Things get heated when Audrey’s ex shows
up to the best friends’ apartment with a team of assassins on
his trail. Audrey and Morgan end up traveling to Europe to
escape the assassins and save the world. This thrilling comedy
is out in theaters on August 3rd.

The Spy Who Dumped Me is the story
of how to best friends get thrown
into an international conspiracy
after one is still reeling from a

break-up. Keep reading our movie
review and our tips on how your
friends can help you move on from a
break-up!
Should you see it:
Totally! Who doesn’t love a hilarious comedy sprinkled with
fun action scenes. This movie will definitely have you on the
edge of your seat and make your stomach hurt from laughing so
hard.
Who to take:
This move can be perfect to see with a group of your best
friends! Or, it could be perfect for a date night with your
special someone.
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting over a break-up can be really hard, but a best friend
can make it easier. Cupid has some reasons you should turn to
your friends after a break-up:
1. They can cheer you up: Your BFFs can be a shoulder to cry
on and your biggest supporters in making you feel better. Stop
moping around after a break-up and instead hit the town with
your closest friends. Having a good time and forgetting about
your ex can seriously make things a lot better.
Related Link: Movie Review: Adrift
2. You can vent: If you’re not in the partying mood, your
friends can totally be the people you spill all your feelings
about the break-up to. You’ve probably told them all about
your relationship in the past, so they know the situation and
can give you advice on how to get over it.

Related Link: Movie Review: Dance along to ‘Mamma Mia! Here We
Go Again’
3. They can set you up: Itching to move on quickly from your
ex? Your friends can help with that by setting you up with
someone cute! They know you best, so they can help find you
someone who will make you much happier than your ex ever did.
Have any other reasons why spending time with your best
friends is the best break-up cure? Comment below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Justin
Theroux
Is
Spotted
with
Aubrey Plaza Post-Split from
Jennifer Aniston

By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, Justin Theroux was spotted with his co-star
from back in the day, Aubrey Plaza. According to People.com,
they were photographed in New York City and went to Theroux’s
apartment. “They met to discuss a potential film project,” a
source said. As for his relationship with Jennifer Aniston,
the two continue to be friends after their celebrity break-up.

Justin and Jennifer’s celebrity
break-up is fairly new, but it
looks like at least one of them is
moving on. What are some things to
consider before moving on after a
break-up or divorce?
Cupid’s Advice:
Moving on after a break-up can be extremely difficult

sometimes. What can be even worse is deciding whether to move
on or not. Here are somethings you should consider before
moving on:
1. Why did you both break up?: Was the break-up over something
not worth it or was it over something that was? Sometimes we
break-up out of anger or over something that we think we
cannot move past, but do. Evaluate things, make sure that the
break-up happened for the right reasons and you’re okay with
that decision.
Related Link: Bella Thorne & Patrick Schwarzenegger Dish on
Relationship Deal Breakers
2. Is there even a future with this person?: Is this person
worth getting back with in the future? If you no longer see a
future with an ex flame, it’s time to move on. If you know
this valuable piece of information, then you’re on track to
move on.
Related Link: 5 Things We Can Learn from Justin Bieber &
Selena Gomez’s Rocky Relationship
3. Has the other person moved on?: If so, then it is probably
safe to say that you should too. It may hurt to see them with
someone else, but things happen for a reason. Don’t let seeing
them with someone else throw you into a jealous fit that makes
you want them more. No bueno!
What things have you considered before moving on? Share with
us below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Cheating
Didn’t
Play
a
Role
in
Jennifer Aniston & Justin
Theroux’s Split

By Carly Horowitz
The Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux celebrity break-up has
been the latest celebrity gossip in everyone’s ears the past
few days. According to UsMagazine.com, in order to decrease
speculation, a source explained that cheating didn’t play a
role in the celebrity break-up between Aniston and Theroux.
“The split is very mutual. They truly want each other to be
happy and wish the best for one another,” the source said.
“Cheating is not the reason for the split and did not happen.”

A source also said that even though cheating did not play a
role in this split, distance may have.

This celebrity break-up didn’t
involve a cheating scandal. What
are some ways to know if your
partner is cheating?
Cupid’s Advice:
It is definitely not beneficial to be on guard all the time
about if your partner is cheating on you, but it isn’t bad to
be aware that it could happen. Here are some signs that may
indicate that there is some infidelity occurring in your
relationship:
1. Less time together: If you partner randomly begins to have
less time for you, they may be spending time with someone
else. Obviously if your partner just got a new job or is
dealing with some occurrence, they might have less time to
spend with you because of that. Talk to your partner and ask
why your time together has decreased.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Charlie Puth Says Selena
Gomez Romance Messed Him Up
2. Emotional distance: You may begin to notice that something
in your relationship just doesn’t feel the same. You’re not
connecting on that emotional level anymore. That may just be
because you have gotten very comfortable in your relationship,
or it may indicate that the emotional energy that your partner
used to put into you is now going towards someone else. Be
open and bring this emotional distance to your partner’s
attention.
Related Link: Are Nikki Bella & John Cena Calling Off Their

Celebrity Wedding?
3. They guard their phone: Your partner should be relatively
open with their phones around you if they have nothing to
hide. If out of the blue your partner starts making sure you
cannot view their phone, that may not be a good sign. Overall,
you can’t be sure of anything unless you have proof and you
don’t want to go out searching for signs of cheating. Just
live happily in your relationship and if you really do feel
like something may be up, talk to your partner. Hopefully they
will be honest with you.
What are some other indicators that your partner may be
cheating? Comment below!

Relationship Advice: Don’t
Let Distance & Lifestyle End
Your Relationship

By Dr. Jane Greer
People in distance relationships, whether by choice or
necessity, are able to have success with a great deal of
effort and flexibility. In order to make the relationship
work, there must be s a strong desire to be together, and a
willingness between both partners to make room for each
other’s respective needs. However, love does not conquer all,
regardless if you are a celebrity or not.

Is
it
possible
to
find
a
resolution? Read on for more
relationship advice:
Recently,

celebrity

couple

Jennifer

Aniston

and

Justin

Theroux announced their celebrity divorce after two years of
marriage, stating it was a mutual decision to part ways. While
Aniston and Theroux love and respect each other, they said
they simply couldn’t agree on a lifestyle that worked for each
other. This is a common issue couples may face: you can love

someone, and still desire to live differently than them, or
even desire to live in an entirely different place than them.
Splits like the one between Aniston and Theroux are often
caused by the inability to find the middle ground when trying
to successfully make a home in the same place. Compromise is
hard enough for two people who live under the same roof, but
when partners are separated by differing work schedules or
physical office placement, compromise can be extremely
challenging. The key to keeping the peace is to commit to a
place together, making sure that both partners are happy and
do not feel as though they have sacrificed their happiness and
well-being.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: What If Your Family Doesn’t
Approve Of Your Partner?
So, if you’re in a long distance relationship right now, what
should you consider before packing up your life and moving to
a new place with your significant other, to best guarantee a
successful outcome? How can you be sure you or your partner
are sacrificing enough, without negatively impacting your
relationship?
Above all, you and your partner must be in love. This is the
most important box to check, as it gives each of you the
ability to be open to change because you’ll be with your loved
one. While this is a starting point, it might not be enough,
as we saw with Jennifer and Justin. When deciding to take the
plunge, be sure to ask yourself: do you actually like the
place you’re moving to? Will it take away your happiness?
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Is a Bad Boy Good for You?
Here’s some food for thought. If one of you lives in a sunny
place, but the other one simply hates the sun, or if one of
you lives in a rural community and the other thrives on city
life, where to move might not be an easy choice to make. If
all your friends live in your current town, would you resent

moving away from them to be with your love? Think about how
all of this might affect your day-to-day life, mood, and
eventually, your relationship. If, on the other hand, your
partner lives in New York City, a place you’ve always wanted
live, great! Leaving your loved ones behind won’t matter as
much.
Talk to your partner and hash out the details. A
temporary move might not be a deal breaker. A permanent one
may be, though.
It is most important to think about your relationship, what it
means to you, and where you can find happiness and friends in
your new home. Is this decision mutual? Do each of you want it
as much as the other? Does moving mean you’re ready to take
the next step towards engagement?
Related Link: Relationship Advice: When Is the Old New Again?
It is also important to consider the strength of your
connection, especially during the triumphs and tribulations.
Up until now, most of the time you’ve spent together was
special and seemingly perfect. (It’s called the honeymoon
phase for a reason!) You have probably tried to be on your
best behavior at all times to maintain the picturesque image.
Once you move, it will be more difficult to keep up the guise.
Ultimately, if you are moving for the right reasons; for love
and for openness to adventure, it is less likely that you will
feel as though you have lost yourself. What really helps is
when you are connected with a partner who has similar
aspirations, wants, likes, and needs. In the end it, it should
not feel like either of you are sacrificing your “me” to be a
“we.” This wasn’t possible for Jennifer and Justin, but
hopefully they can both move forward and find happiness apart.
Tune
in
to
the
Doctor
on
Call
radio
hour
on HealthyLife.net every Tuesday at 2 PM EST, 11 AM PST. First
and third Tuesdays are Shrink Wrap on Call, second Tuesdays
are HuffPost on Call, and the last Tuesday of the month is

Let’s Talk Sex! Email your questions dealing with
relationships, intimacy, family, and friendships to Dr. Greer
at askdrjane@drjanegreer.com. Connect with Dr. Jane Greer
on Facebook, at www.facebook.com/DrJaneGreer, and be sure to
follow @DrJaneGreer on Twitter for her latest insights on
love, relationships, sex, and intimacy. For more on Dr. Greer,
visit http://www.drjanegreer.com.

Celebrity
News:
Would
Jennifer Aniston Get Back
Together With Brad Pitt?

By Jessica Gomez
Former celebrity couple Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux’s
split is raising a certain question: will celebrity
exes Aniston and Brad Pitt be getting back together now that
they’re both single? According to UsMagazine.com, Aniston and
Pitt will not be rekindling their celebrity relationship after
all. “Jen wouldn’t consider being with Brad in a romantic
way,” a friend of Aniston’s said. “But there is always a spot
in her heart for him.” As for Pitt, a source said, “Brad is
sad to hear about Jen’s divorce. He only wishes the best for
her. However, Brad hasn’t reached out to Jen, and has no plans
to do so at this point.”

In this celebrity news, fans are
speculating about Jennifer Aniston
and Brad Pitt now that both have
gone through splits. What are some
things to consider before getting
back together with an ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether or not to get back with an ex is an important
decision. It isn’t always an easy one either. Cupid has some
things to consider before making the choice:
1. Have you both moved on from the reason you both broke up?:
Think about the reason why you both broke up in the first
place. Was it for a good reason or was it circumstantial?
Then, also think about whether you both have forgiven each
other completely for past mistakes. If you have, then that can
be a good sign — if not, then not so much. If you feel like
you haven’t forgiven your ex for something, then that problem

will probably
relationship.

constantly

arise

during

your

reconciled

Related Link: Justin Theroux Found Post-Its from Brad Pitt
During Jennifer Aniston Marriage
2. Do you see a future with your ex?: Why go back to an ex if
you don’t think it’s going to be serious and no good future
ahead? Think about this thoroughly — sometimes we see a future
with someone, but that future comes with unnecessary obstacles
and negativity. If this is the case, then it may be a sign
that your ex is meant to stay an ex. Think about this while
spending some time apart — it’s something big to ponder.
Related Link: Justin Theroux Had ‘Reservations’ About Marrying
Jennifer Aniston
3. What are reasons to get back together and not get back
together?: Pro and con lists are good ones to make. Be fair
and think about why you should get back together with your ex
and why you shouldn’t. Then, weigh it all. Certain things
weigh more than others, so be honest and just with yourself
when considering all the information. Making a list with a
friend can help, as long as that friend isn’t necessarily
biased.
What are some things you or a friend considered before getting
back with an ex? Share below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Justin
Theroux Found Post-Its from

Brad Pitt During
Aniston Marriage

Jennifer

By Carly Horowitz
In latest celebrity news, Justin Theroux found post-it notes
from Jennifer Aniston‘s celebrity ex, Brad Pitt, during the
time that he was together with Aniston. According to
UsMagazine.com, a source stated, “He stumbled upon old Post-it
notes Brad had written. Sweet little Post-its like, ‘You
looked nice tonight’ or ‘Miss you already’.” The source
further explained that these post-it notes caused much
controversy. The source goes on to say, “Jen assured him they
weren’t a big deal, but Justin wasn’t thrilled … Justin had
moments of insecurity like that.” Needless to say, details are
still surfacing with regard to the Aniston-Theroux celebrity

break-up.

Details from this celebrity breakup are still emerging. What are
some ways to keep the personal
details of your relationship under
wraps post-split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Personal details about your relationship are just that —
personal. It can be a burden if these intimate details are
being released. Post-split time is stressful in general. It
doesn’t need to be more stressful by details being revealed.
Cupid is here with some advice on how to keep those personal
details on the down-low after your break-up:
1. Be careful to whom you tell information: A relationship is
usually between only two people. If you truly want to keep the
details between you two, be meticulous about who you share
your post-split details with. Even your best friend might not
be able to keep the juicy details to themselves.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Jennifer Aniston & Justin
Theroux Announce Separation
2. Get on good terms with your ex: Have a mature conversation
with your ex and make sure you guys are on decent terms after
your separation. Make it clear that you want to keep your
information private. If you and your ex aren’t on good terms,
it could cause them to potentially leak information in regards
to your relationship that you did not want exposed. Make sure
you guys are on the same page.
Related

Link:

Celebrity

Break-Up:

Justin

Theroux

Had

‘Reservations’ About Marrying Jennifer Aniston
3. Be straight forward: If you must expose information to
someone post-split, be straight forward and make affirmative
statements so that your words cannot be twisted and skewed.
Say things like “We have moved on maturely”, and just leave it
at that.
How else can you keep your personal break-up details secret?
Comment below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Justin
Theroux Had ‘Reservations’
About
Marrying
Jennifer
Aniston

By Carly Horowitz
In latest celebrity news, it turns out that Justin Theroux did
not view his celebrity marriage to Jennifer Aniston as a
necessity. According to UsMagazine.com, a source said, “Justin
was absolutely head over heels in love with Jen — and probably
always will be — but marriage was never important to him.” The
source further explains, “Marriage was always just a piece of
paper to Justin, and he didn’t need it.” On the other hand,
the source has the impression that Aniston contained different
views- “Constant scrutiny of Jen’s personal life, including
whether she would ever find her happily ever after, played a
huge role in her marriage to Justin.” All in all, Aniston and
Theroux seem to have enjoyed their time while it lasted,
although some may argue that this lack of congruence from the
start may have proved their celebrity break-up inevitable.

This celebrity break-up comes after
some hesitation to get married in

the first place. What are some ways
to know you’re 100% ready for
marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
It is important that you and your partner are on the same
page, especially when it comes to marriage. Here are some
clues you can look for that can show you are ready for
marriage:
1. You feel open: If the love you have for your partner leads
you to a mindset of open-ness and excitement, than that is a
good sign. It is great if you feel as if you would try
anything or go anywhere as long as you have your partner by
your side.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Jennifer Aniston & Justin
Theroux Announce Separation
2. You see the world the same way: It is definitely a plus if
you and your partner have similar outlooks on life. Although,
it is not an absolute necessity that you two agree on
everything. Sometimes it is good to have some different views.
Opposites attract! Overall, it would make for a smooth,
healthy marriage if you and your partner at least had similar
views on a majority of aspects.
Related Link: Celebrity News: What Reese Witherspoon Learned
After Leaving an Abusive Relationship
3. They bring out the best in you: The best part about
marriage is that you have found someone that compliments your
greatest attributes, as you do the same for them. If you love
the person you are when you are with your partner, it may be
time to walk down the isle!

What are some others things that can indicate you are ready
for marriage? Comment below!

Celebrity Couple Jennifer
Aniston & Justin Theroux Are
Still Going Strong Despite
Split Rumors

By Rachel Sparks
Celebrity

couple

Jennifer

Aniston

and

Justin

Theroux

celebrated Christmas together, despite rumors of a celebrity
divorce. Though the couple doesn’t spend a lot of time
together, a close friend revealed to UsMagazine.com that the
two were weekend lovers. In between shootings of both their
projects, Aniston would fly up to New York City to visit
husband Theroux. Aniston spent time alone in L.A., her west
coast preference the driving force for some independent time,
but the the couple is reportedly still going strong.

This
for
What
from

celebrity couple isn’t headed
Splitsville, despite rumors.
are some ways to keep gossip
affecting your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:
We’re all victims of gossip, so it’s not unfamiliar when the
negative words are directed towards your relationship. Despite
the former acquaintance with rumors, they can still hurt your
relationship. Read Cupid’s relationship advice to help you and
your love survive:
1. Sometimes, it comes from deep love: Understanding that
gossip can come from a deep place of love doesn’t negate the
effects of the rumors, but it can help you and your partner
avoid too much heartache. When family gossips, they want to
get to know what’s going on in your life. Not everyone gossips
from love, but recognizing who the words are coming from and
why it’s being said can help you move past the gossip.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Aniston Slams Pregnancy
Rumors, Paparazzi, & More
2. Communicate openly: Be sure to talk openly and honestly
with your partner. What they say is far more important than
what anyone else says. Sure, some rumors are very hard to

ignore and may test the trust you and your partner have built,
but without believing in your love, there’s no way the two of
you can make it through gossip. Remain open and honest and you
two can make it through anything.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Justin Theroux Reveals How
Marriage to Jennifer Aniston Works
3. Cut out the negativity: Ultimately, if people cannot stop
gossiping about you and your partner, cut them out. If you’ve
approached the origin of the negative words and asked them to
stop and they won’t, keep your distance. It’s hard when it’s
family, but family has to understand that your choice is
your’s alone. Until they respect that, keeping away negativity
will help you and your partner heal.
How have you and your partner made it through rumors? Share
your advice below!

Celebrity Wedding: Justin
Theroux Says He and Jennifer
Aniston Wanted Their Wedding
to Be ‘Peaceful’

By Christa Ganz
Justin Theroux opened up recently about his discreet celebrity
wedding with wife Jennifer Aniston. This celebrity couple tied
the knot back in 2015 in a private gathering at their L.A.
home. Guests who attended this ceremony included John
Krasinski, Emily Blunt, Lisa Kudrow, Howard Stern, and more.
As an attempt to keep the wedding a surprise, guests were told
they were attending a birthday party for Theroux. According to
UsMagazine.com, Theroux told The Daily News that planning this
wedding wasn’t easy. “I wouldn’t say it was fun to plan. Part
of the fun of planning a wedding is telling people, and we had
to keep it under wraps,” said Theroux. When opening up to
ETOnline.com, Theroux explained the benefits of having a
private wedding. “It’s so much more special when it’s just
your closest friends and family and it’s lovely. [Aniston and
I] wanted it to be a peaceful environment, you don’t want it
to be hectic.” This celebrity couple will celebrate their
second wedding anniversary on August 5.

The celebrity wedding of Jen and
Justin was definitely peaceful.
What are some ways to affect the
mood of your wedding festivities?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s up to you to set the mood on your special day. Here are
some tips to help you decide:
1. Decide on appropriate music: Whatever method of music you
agree on, decide what type of theme you want your music to
coincide with. If you’re looking for a more upbeat wedding
with lots of dancing, make sure your music reflects that mood.
Related Link: Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux Double Date
With Jason Bateman and Wife
2. Lighting: A flashy wedding will have lighting that changes
color and dances with you to the music. If you’re looking for
something a little more peaceful, a dimmed atmosphere will set
the romantic mood.
Related Link: Jennifer Aniston’s Celebrity Engagement: How
Long is Too Long?
3. Guests: If you’d like a more intimate affair for your
wedding, consider the number of people you invite. Specify
whether children are allowed to the reception, and let your
guests know this will be a small private ceremony.
What are some ways you set the desired mood for your wedding?
Comment below!

Celebrity
News:
Justin
Theroux Reveals How Marriage
to Jennifer Aniston Works

By Mallory McDonald
Marriage can be tough, especially if you are in a celebrity
marriage and your relationship is constantly in the public
eye. Justin Theroux reveals to UsMagazine.com the key to
making his marriage with Jennifer Aniston successful. Theroux
said, “We appreciate each other’s sense of humor, we respect
one another and we get along. I know it sounds simple but it’s
true!” The two got engaged in 2012 and kept their celebrity

wedding private at their Los Angeles home. They have been in
the news recently due to her ex-husband, Brad Pitt‘s recent
split from Angelina Jolie. A source revealed, “She always got
the sense that something would happen with them eventually.
She didn’t feel that Angelina was truly the one who Brad was
meant to stay with. She always felt that Angelina was too
complex for him. He’s a pretty simple guy.” But despite the
recent celebrity breakup, Theroux and Aniston are stronger
than ever!

In celebrity news, Jennifer Aniston
is a lucky lady. What are some
surefire ways to make your marriage
work?
Cupid’s Advice:
Making a marriage successful is hard work and is not to be
taken lightly. Cupid has some relationship advice on making
your marriage work:
1. Commitment: Deciding to be in a relationship with someone
is one of the biggest commitments you can make. It is
important to respect and continue the promises you made to one
another in the beginning.
Related Link: How Jennifer Aniston Reacted To Brangelina
Celebrity Divorce
2. Romance: Although the relationship may not ever be as fun
and exciting as it was in the beginning, it is important to
keep the spark alive. Do things to keep the relationship
interesting, and create a love that won’t fade.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Aniston Slams Pregnancy
Rumors, Paparazzi & More

3. Communication: It is the oldest line in the book that you
have to keep the communication strong with your partner, but
it is the truth. As your marriage evolves and dynamics begin
to change, it’s important to continue talking to one another
about your goals and how your marriage is changing. You don’t
want to be on different pages with your partner at any point.
How do you make your marriage work? Share your experiences
below.

10 Celebrity Couples Who Have
Made Marriage Work

By Katie Gray
Marriage is a big commitment which entails a lot of ups and
downs. There are always going to be challenges and hard times,
but that makes the good times feel even greater. A lot of
celebrity relationships have found the right balance to make
their romance a success. Nobody said marriage would be easy,
but they said it would be worth it. There are many celebrity
couples who have found how to make it work!

Cupid has compiled 10 celebrity
couples who have made marriage
work:
1. John Legend & Chrissy Teigen: Musician John Legend and his
model wife, Chrissy Teigen, give us major relationship goals.
They are also now proud parents! This celebrity couple even
posts videos of themselves cooking. Teigen has a cookbook out,
and Legend writes love songs about her and then serenades her.
How romantic!
2. Prince William & Princess Kate: The royal wedding was
watched by millions of people around the world. Prince William
and Princess Kate are living a real fairy tale. They have the
celebrity babies now to go with it: Prince George and Princess
Charlotte. In photographs, taken at events, Prince William and
Princess Kate are always looking adoringly at one another.
It’s apparent that their love is genuine!
3. Sofia Vergara & Joe Manganiello: Sofia Vergara is a model,
actress and comedian. What’s not to love about her? The
Colombian beauty shows us that life is a roller coaster, but
life is beautiful. She’s been through a lot, however; she is
happily married to fellow actor, Joe Manganiello now. The duo
got hitched in Palm Beach and are living in bliss.

Related Link: Our 10 Favorite Celebrity Couple Athletes
4. Sarah Jessica Parker & Matthew Broderick: Sarah Jessica
Parker is known most notably for her iconic role of Carrie
Bradshaw on Sex and the City. She’s had many famous roles in
film and television. Parker is also married to actor, Matthew
Broderick, and has been for decades. The two also are proud
parents and live in New York City. They teach their children
the importance of money and hard work.
5. Jennifer Aniston & Justin Theroux: Jennifer Aniston is best
known for her role on Friends as Rachel Green. The actress is
now married to fellow actor, Justin Theroux. This love story
shows us that with time, things fall into place. We must be
patient and good things happen.
6. Teresa Giudice & Joe Giudice: Star of The Real Housewives
of New Jersey, Teresa Giudice, really is Super T. She’s a wife
to Joe Giudice, is a New York Times bestselling author of five
books, and is the mother to four beautiful daughters: Gia,
Gabriella, Milania and Audriana. She recently went to jail for
almost a year, and now her husband is away in jail for a
couple of years. They make the distance and tough
circumstances work. That is what marriage and family is all
about!
7. Tom Hanks & Rita Wilson: This celebrity marriage is famous
for making it work. Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson are notable for
being amazing actors and kind people. The legendary actors got
married in 1988. They stay out of bad publicity and truly love
one another. They have big hearts!
Related Link: Bigger Is Better: Top 6 Celebrity Engagement
Rings
8. Mark Wahlberg & Rhea Durham: In 2009, Mark Wahlberg and
Rhea Durham tied the knot. Wahlberg, AKA Marky Mark, is well
known for being a talented actor and Roman Catholic. In his
earlier days, he was a rapper and had the group Marky Mark and

The Funky Bunch. He then went on to have successful roles in
films. He married model Rhea Durham and they have four
children together. This celebrity marriage shows us how to
balance our work lives and our personal lives.
9. Leah Remini & Angelo Pagan: Brooklyn native Leah Remini is
famously known as playing Carrie Heffernan on the hit sitcom
The King of Queens. She played opposite of Kevin James, who
played her TV husband, Doug Heffernan. In real life she’s
married to Angelo Pagan, and they have one beautiful daughter
together.
10. Faith Hill & Tim McGraw: This celebrity couple is country
music royalty. The duo tied the knot in 1996 and have been
happily married ever since. There is never negative press
about their marriage, and it’s instead all positive and full
of love. These two even sing beautiful love duets together.
The country couple are also proud parents!
Who are your favorite celebrity marriages? Comment below!

Celebrity
News:
Jennifer
Aniston
Slams
Pregnancy
Rumors, Paparazzi & More

By Stephanie Sacco
Jennifer Aniston has always been in celebrity news when it
comes to her love life. But she’s done batting away rumors and
correcting celebrity gossip. According to EOnline.com, in her
Huffington Post essay, she writes, “This past month in
particular has illuminated for me how much we define a woman’s
value based on her marital and maternal status.” Ever since
she’s been half of a celebrity couple, Aniston has dealt with
tabloids and paparazzi getting in her business. She
continues, “The sheer amount of resources being spent right
now by press trying to simply uncover whether or not I am
pregnant (for the bajillionth time… but who’s counting) points
to the perpetuation of this notion that women are somehow
incomplete, unsuccessful, or unhappy if they’re not married
with children.” Tired of all of the criticism directed at her
and other women among her, Aniston proves that celebrities are
people too.

According to celebrity news, this
star is definitely not expecting!
What are some ways to keep the
pressure to have kids at bay?
Cupid’s Advice:
People seem to think having kids is on everybody’s mind, but
it’s not. Not everybody wants to have kids or is thinking
about having kids any time soon. Cupid is here to help:
1. Communicate with your partner: The only person that needs
to know where your head is at when it comes to kids is your
partner. As long as you two are on the same page, it doesn’t
matter what other people think you should be doing. Don’t put
on any additional pressure on your partner.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Justin Theroux Constantly Tells
Jennifer Aniston She’s Beautiful
2. Communicate with your family: Talk it over with your mom or
dad, or whoever you’re closest to. They’ll guide you in the
right direction when it comes to babies. Ultimately it’s your
choice when to start a family, but they might be able to lead
by example.
Related Link: Top 10 Sexy, Successful, Not So Single Celebrity
Women Over 40
3. Communicate with your friends: Don’t feel pressured if your
friends start having kids before you. Everybody is ready at
different times and the worst thing you can do is rush it.
Kindly let people know it’s not their place and that they
should butt out.
How do you handle the pressure to have kids? Comment below!

Celebrity
Couple
News:
Jennifer Aniston Supports
Justin Theroux at Critics’
Choice Awards

By Abbi Comphel
Celebrity couple Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux are
hitting the red carpet again. People.com reports that the two
arrived together at the Critic’s Choice Awards where Aniston
supported her celebrity love for his nomination for best actor
in a drama series. The happy couple has been enjoying their

time together since their celebrity wedding.

This celebrity couple is putting
forth a united front. What are some
ways to celebrate your partner’s
achievements?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be so exciting when something good is happening in your
life. It is an even better feeling when you have someone to
share it with. Cupid has some advice on ways to celebrate your
partner’s achievements:
1. Be there: When your partner has a big celebration going on,
be there for them. Make sure you are the person standing by
their side when all these new and big things are happening.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Sean Lowe and Catherine Giudici
Butt Heads on ‘Marriage Boot Camp’
2. Let the world know: If you have social media, then flaunt
them to the world. Let everyone know how wonderful your
partner is and that they are making big changes in the world.
Let them know how proud you are.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Taylor Kinney Reacts to Fiance
Lady Gaga’s Golden Globes Win
3. A nice dinner: Celebrate with a nice dinner and glass of
champagne. Take your partner out and show them how much you
care and how proud of them you are.
What do you think are some good ways to celebrate your
partner’s achievements? Comment below!

10 Celebrity Couples Who
Can’t Get Divorced Or We’ll
Lose All Faith in Love

By Dejha Carlisle
We all love the lives of famous celebrity couples. Everything
about their celebrity relationships seem perfect! Their
Instagram pictures and cute matching tattoos (for the edgy
couples) make us wish to be in their shoes. Of course, they
encompass our relationship goals, but which celebrity couples
would we hate to see divorced?

These are the top couples that
Cupid would hate to see divorced,
or we’d lose a little of our faith
in love:
1. Jennifer Aniston & Justin Theroux: This couple said their
“I do’s” on Aug. 5. The couple got engaged on Theroux’s
birthday, which is pretty darn special! Their ceremony was a
secret, so the couple loves their privacy.
2. Tom Hanks & Rita Wilson: This pair makes a good team when
it comes to respect and support from one another. They manage
to keep their personal business private, which is essential
for a healthy, successful relationship.
Related Link: Five Celebrity Couples Who Have Made Love Last
3. Goldie Hawn & Kurt Russell: These two have an easygoing
relationship that most would love to have. Though they aren’t
technically married, Hawn and Russell has maintained a downto-earth love in their relationship, and you will find it hard
to believe they will ever separate!
4. Annette Bening & Warren Beatty: What makes their
relationship so special? Beatty was the biggest womanizer in
the industry back in his day, that is until he met Bening.
What made him choose her over everyone else? Her cool and
confident composure.
Related Link: Annette Bening Stars in ‘The Face of Love’
5. Mary-Kate Olsen & Olivier Sarkozy: This relationship is a
very cozy one, given that many people didn’t approve of their
celebrity marriage. The two don’t seem to mind what others
think, and their love definitely seems genuine.

6. Kevin Bacon & Kyra Sedgwick: This couple makes it a point
to keep family first, and they make sure they recognize each
other’s accomplishments. They know they have to compromise,
and this is the main key to their successful marriage.
Related Link: Kyra Sedgwick Opens Up About Why She Loves
Husband Kevin Bacon
7. Jada Smith & Will Smith: These two know how to keep their
relationship fresh and spontaneous. Pinkett met Will when she
auditioned for a role on The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. Although
she didn’t get the part, she did catch his eye. This couple
has been together ever since, and has had two beautiful
children.
8. Jamie Chung & Bryan Greenberg: Greenberg declared himself a
lucky man when he married Chung! Who wouldn’t want their
husband to feel the same way? This couple shows a lot of
enthusiasm in their marriage, and many couples tend to forget
that part.
Related Link: Single Celebrity Susan Sarandon ‘Trying to
Figure Out’ the Single Life
9. Denzel Washington & Paulette Pearson: Washington and his
wife met on the job, like most famous married couples. They
maintained a very successful relationship, and have four
children.
10. Elton John & David Furnish: This couple formed a civil
partnership when it became legal in 2005. The two have been
dedicated to their love and family ever since.
What other celebrity couples would you hate to see divorce?
Comment below.

Secret Celebrity Weddings
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Justin Theroux and Jennifer Aniston
After a three-year engagement, this celebrity couple finally
tied the knot in a secret celebrity wedding at their Bel Air
home. They surprised their famous friends -- like Lisa Kudrow
and Ellen DeGeneres -- by claiming it was a birthday party for
Theroux. Photo: Emiley Schweich / PR Photos

Celebrity
News:
Justin
Theroux
Constantly
Tells
Jennifer
Aniston
She’s
Beautiful

By Kyanah Murphy
This celebrity news will melt your heart. Justin Theroux
revealed that he is constantly telling Jennifer Aniston that
she’s beautiful, according to UsMagazine.com, and not for
cheesy reasons, either. The celebrity couple plan to keep
their relationship private, but it’s easy to see the love
between these two when they’re out together! It’s amazing to
see their celebrity love towards one another, especially amid
all the divorces and break-ups that have been going on.

This
celebrity
news
is
heartwarming! What are some ways to
make your partner feel special?
Cupid’s Advice:

There’s nothing more incredible than leaving your partner
feeling special and loved, as this celebrity news reminds us.
Cupid has three tips on how to make your partner feel special:
1. Compliment your partner: It doesn’t have to be about how
your partner looks (but you can if you want). You can
compliment how they’re handling a task, compliment their
skills, or compliment something you notice about them. You
have many options to play with.
Related Link: Will Jennifer Aniston Change Her Name PostCelebrity Marriage to Justin Theroux?
2. Do the little things: The little things are the actions
that go the furthest. Even if you think it’s something silly
like exactly how your partner likes their lunch prepared or
exactly how they like their burger from McDonald’s, do it! The
fact that you remembered and put in the effort will be cherish
(probably forever).
Related Link: Beyonce Proves Celebrity Relationship with Jay-Z
is Still Solid with Sweet Pic
3. Learn your partner’s love language: That is to say, find
out what makes your partner feel the most loved. Are they
physical and need to cuddle to know that you love them? Do
they prefer your words of love? Or is it something else
entirely? Be sure and find out because everybody loves
differently!
How do you make your partner feel special? Comment below.

Will Jennifer Aniston Change
Her
Name
Post-Celebrity
Marriage to Justin Theroux?

By Abbi Comphel
Recently married celebrity couple Jennifer Aniston and Justin
Theroux have been receiving questions about whether or not the
actress plans to change her last name. According to
UsMagazine.com, following their celebrity marriage in August,
Theroux joked around in an interview with Extra, “I made her
change both names, so she’s now Justin Theroux.” He also
added, “I think ‘Aniston’ is going to stick with her if she
likes it or not.” So it’s safe to say that the former Friends
star’s well-known moniker will still be around in spite of her

recent celebrity marriage! In other news, the famous
couple have been enjoying being newlyweds, especially with
their celebrity honeymoon in Bora Bora.

It doesn’t look like this celebrity
marriage is sparking a name change.
What are some factors to consider
when it comes to changing your name
post-marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
Choosing whether or not to change your last name can be
difficult. Here are some reasons why you may want to stick
with your maiden name:
1. Your last name just fits: If you’re older in age and have
had the same name for quite some time, it may sound better to
you — and there is nothing wrong with that. Or, like Aniston,
you may have a solid career where people have known you by the
same name for many years.
Related Link: Married Celebrity Couple Jennifer Aniston and
Justin Theroux Head Back to Work Post-Wedding
2. It’s a lot of work: Let’s be honest: Changing your name is
a hassle! You have to change your driver’s license, credit
cards, reward programs, and more. Are you ready and willing to
spend the time to do so?
Related Link: Find Out Details About Jennifer Aniston and
Justin Theroux’s Celebrity Honeymoon
3. You value your independence: Just because you don’t change
your last name doesn’t mean you love your significant other
any less. It’s a personal decision and may be a way of keeping

a piece of who you are.
What’s your best love advice when it comes to changing your
name post-marriage? Comment below!

Celebrity
Photo
Romantic Getaways
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Gallery:

Adam Shulman and Anne Hathaway
This famous couple enjoyed a nice summer getaway in sunny
Spain! The pair spent time on a yacht, soaking up the sun and
playing in the water together. Photo: LRR/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

20 Celebrity Couples Who Are
Just Like Us
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Nikki Reed and Ian Somerhalder
Like many of us, the actors, who tied the knot this summer,

have a passion for animals and consider their pets to be their
babies. Photo: Willie Pena/Diana Pena / PRPhotos.com

Married
Celebrity
Couple
Jennifer Aniston and Justin
Theroux Head Back to Work
Post-Wedding

By Mackenzie Scibetta
After tying the knot in secret on Aug. 5, famous couple

Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux have returned to work not
even a month after their celebrity wedding ceremony. According
to UsMagazine.com, Aniston started filming her new movie
Mother’s Day in Atlanta, while Theroux continued shooting his
HBO show The Leftovers in Texas. The married celebrity couple
were both spotted showing off their impressive wedding bands
on each of their sets. They spent their celebrity honeymoon in
Bora Bora with fellow stars Jason Bateman and Jimmy Kimmel.

This married celebrity couple is
back to reality! What are some ways
to smoothly transition into married
life?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting married is the most exciting and frightening time of
your life, so it’s natural to feel a little uneasy about the
future. You want to keep parts of your previous single life
while still accepting this new period of marital bliss. Cupid
is here to help you find your balance in married life:
1. Comfort items: Just because you’re married doesn’t mean you
need to toss all aspects of your old life. You want to save
items that remind you you’re still an individual. For example,
keep pictures with your friends on the wall to remind you to
still cherish them.
Related Link: Find Out Details About Jennifer Aniston and
Justin Theroux’s Celebrity Honeymoon
2. Have your own space: Whether it’s the park across the
street or a corner in a room, designate an area that is
completely yours. It will come as a relief to have these
spaces of solitude reserved for when you’re feeling
overwhelmed. You can seclude yourself from marital stress here

with a book, coffee or a nap.
Related Link: Find Out Why Newlyweds Jennifer Aniston and
Justin Theroux Decided to Celebrate Celebrity Marriage
3. Keep your normal routine: If you’re married to the right
person, you shouldn’t have to completely reorganize your day
around them. Still go to your yoga class in the morning if it
makes you happy, and take a cue from Jennifer Aniston. The
newlywed loves acting and even though she just got married she
didn’t let that stop her from pursuing her passion.
What suggestions do you have for newlywed couples? Let us know
below.

New Celebrity Couple Alert!
Sandra Bullock Is Dating a
Sexy Photographer

By Kyanah Murphy
It looks like Sandra Bullock has a new beau! According to
UsMagazine.com, the new celebrity couple made their appearance
together at Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux’s celebrity
wedding. Sources says that Bullock’s new boyfriend is a
photographer and that Bullock seems very happy with him. As an
added bonus, the source confirmed that Bullock’s new man is
both super hot and super normal! Perhaps this mysterious
photographer is just an ordinary chap, though he can’t be too
ordinary if he’s with Sandra Bullock!

What
an
exciting
time
in
a
relationship – introducing your new
partner to the people in your
world! When do you know when it’s
the right time to introduce your

new partner to family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
Sandra felt the time was right for her to make an appearance
with her new boyfriend by bringing him as her plus-one to
Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux’s wedding. No two
relationships are the same, so there is no concrete timeline
detailing when to introduce your new partner to the important
people in your life. Cupid has some tips:
1. Consider why you want to introduce your friends and family
to your new partner: This may seem like an odd question, but
it’s really one to consider. Do you want your new partner to
see every piece of your life? Are you close to your friends
and family and share everything with them?
Related Link:

Jon Gosselin & Kids Hang With New Girlfriend

2. Think about what stage your relationship is in
currently: Are you just dating, or are you in a committed
relationship with this partner? Many people usually wait until
there is an established relationship before introducing their
new partner to family and friends.
Related Link: Ryan Seacrest & Julianne Hough Are Getting Cozy
3. Talk about it: Truthfully, only you two will know when it’s
the right time to meet friends and family. Talk about it with
one another, and see how you’re both feeling about it. If
you’re ready, great! If not, now’s the time to assess why and
what it may mean for your relationship.
When did you decide to introduce your partner to your friends
and family? Comment below!

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Jennifer Aniston, Caitlyn
Jenner and Elizabeth Olsen

By Shoshi
The latest celebrity news has been brimming with
romance gossip. Recently, these famous couples have made
headlines for their relationships and love, whether it be
Jennifer Aniston’s secret celebrity wedding, Caitlyn Jenner’s
budding romance, or Elizabeth Olsen’s new beau. Check out my
predictions for the three celebrity couples below and find out
what’s next in their love lives!

Celebrity Couple Predictions and
the Latest Celebrity News
Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux: Fans of Jennifer
Aniston let out sighs of relief when it was announced that
she finally married Justin Theroux. We were all wondering
if this marriage was ever going to happen! Now that the two
have walked down the aisle, the media can finally stop
making the actress look pathetic when it comes to love. I
never believed that she was as miserable as people wanted her
to be. She dated quite a few cuties along the way — why should
she have to settle down?
As a relationship expert, I see good energy for this celebrity
couple. Everything should work out if they are committed to
making their marriage work when they hit bumpy times. Soon,
there will be celebrity break-up rumors, but pay no attention
to them.
Theroux has seen a dramatic upgrade in his living situation
since he started dating Aniston. That is not to say his bank
account is anything to side eye. When it comes to money, the
Friends alum is clearly the one with more. I see a big
prenuptial agreement in place if this marriage ever takes a
turn for the worse. It looks like there is a cheating clause,
which is ironic since it is speculated that Aniston may
have swooped in on Theroux when he was in a relationship. All
the best to these two! May that prenup gather dust and never
be used.
Related Link: Find Out Why Newlyweds Jennifer Aniston and
Justin Theroux Decided to Celebrate Celebrity Marriage
Caitlyn Jenner and Candis Cayne: Caitlyn Jenner has faced her
share of relationships rumors. Now, everyone wants to know who
she will date: men or women, maybe even both. All eyes are
currently on the relationship that she has with Candis Cayne.

Are they dating or not? As I take a look at these two, what I
see is really close friendship. At least for now. You know how
things in the Kardashian world can change! Jenner can learn
from Cayne as well as talk to her about things that her family
cannot understand. That being said, like most people who are
brought into the Kardashian mix, Cayne is benefiting from
being Jenner’s best girlfriend. It is a win-win situation for
both of them. Just don’t look for them to step out as a famous
couple. It’s unfortunate — they would be so hot together!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Caitlyn Jenner Addresses Candis
Cayne Dating Rumors on ‘I Am Cait’
Elizabeth Olsen and Tom Hiddleston: It looks like Mary Kate
and Ashley Olsen’s little sister Elizabeth is dating British
actor Tom Hiddleston. The two haven’t confirmed that they’re
dating, but photos are showing that they seem pretty darn
close. The alleged famous couple met while playing husband and
wife on the set of I Saw The Light, a movie about Hank and
Audrey Williams. While they make a good-looking pair, it looks
like it will only be a casual romance. Olsen broke up with her
fiancé
at
the
beginning
of
this
year,
and
a
serious relationship is not on her mind right now. She wants
to have a bit fun instead. As for Hiddleston? He is becoming
hot in the business, so he will add a few gorgeous starlets to
his little black book to fit right in with the other eligible
bachelors in Hollywood.
For more information on Shoshi, click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

